Remarkable.
leaders
Be remarkable right now. Be ready for what’s next.

Does any of this
sound familiar?

And you want to

You wonder if you have what it takes to be a great
leader.

Be the kind of leader that people talk about and
remember.

You have the title of ‘leader’ but you don’t really feel like
one yet.

Build the kind of team people want to be part of and
hate to leave.

You sometimes struggle to silence inner self-doubt
or imposter syndrome or wondering if you’re good
enough.

Step into your leadership role with belief, confidence
and authority.

You know there are things you should be doing as a
leader but struggle to find the time to do them.

Build respect and credibility with peers and superiors.

You want people to love working on your team and with
you.
You care about making a difference and having an
impact in your role.
You want to be taken seriously.
You want to progress and have a career you can be
proud of.

Influence outcomes in your business and make an
impact.
Accelerate your career progression.
Increase your earning potential and personal fulfillment.
Connect with a community of like-minded leaders who
want nothing but the best for you.

This is an invitation.

work with me

This isn’t just a program, it’s an invitation.

To the leader who is hungry to learn, willing to share and ready to do the work.
To the leader who knows that they can do and be more with the right support.
To the leader who is ready to step into their role with deeper belief, confidence and authority.
To the leader who believes the world needs more great leaders.
To the leader who is committed to developing them.
To the leader who has an appetite for impact.
To the leader who understands that power and privilege are for service not for status.
To the remarkable leader in you waiting to be unleashed on the world.
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Working together is an opportunity to fast track
your journey to feeling more confident, capable
and credible so you can be spend more time being
remarkable and making a difference.
We’ll be working together to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Discover and appreciate your strengths and
unique contribution.
Reduce self doubt and build bold self-belief.
Learn the fundamental skills that get the best out
of those you lead.
Gain respect and credibility with your team,
peers and superiors.
Seize opportunities that increase earning
capacity.
Implement support systems to help navigate the
highs and lows of your leadership journey.
Leave a legacy you can be proud of.

Remarkable
i make a difference

Accelerate

Remarkable.
leaders

A year long coaching experience designed for first time leaders.
Helping you be remarkable right now and ready for what’s next.

Credible

others know my value

Confident
i know my value

Capable

build your
support
systems

build your
performance
systems

i can do this!

Eliminate

Introducing

Self-Doubt
can i do this?

Struggle
I’m drowning

build your
belief
systems

Here’s what’s included

and your investment
Let’s talk details. Here’s what’s included when you join for a year:

One Year of
Coaching
live group coaching
with shane

Online
Co-Working
working group sessions

Online
Curriculum

Exclusive
Event Invites

Bonus
Masterclasses

Welcome
Pack

to access at your own pace

from special guests

Strengths
Session

with your top 5
cliftonstrengths

during the year

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One year of live group coaching with Shane. (Value: $8,400)
Welcome pack with my recommended reads. (Value: $50)
Access to the online leadership curriculum. Lifetime course access. (Value: $1,750)
Invitation to the private ‘Remarkable Leaders’ online community space. (Value: $990)
Exclusive event invites for program members.
Online co-working group sessions to get things done! (Value: $2,388)
Special masterclasses from guest experts throughout the year. (Value: $3,960)
Your Top5 Gallup CliftonStrengths report with additional insight guide. (Value: $199)
Bonus: Group strengths debrief with your Top 5 report. (Value: $1,499)

More than $19,000 of total value

ading

With recommended re

Private Online
Community
for support and
accountability

Payment Plan

Upfront

$500 up front

pay on invoice or credit card

$199 AUD

$2,499 AUD

per month thereafter

one time payment

What will you learn?
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access content at your own pace

Module 1 - Team Member to People Leader

Module 6 - The Conversation Shift

I’m a leader, now what? What got you
promoted looks different to what is now
expected. Understand why in this module.

Do I need all the answers? Learn the art and
power of questions to help coach your team
to success.

Module 2 - The Priority Shift

Module 7 - The Performance Shift

How do you be more strategic in your role
and less transactional? Learn how to identify
what work maters most.

How do I manage my work and my people?
Unlock your teams performance and
potential by creating problem solvers.

Module 3 - The Culture Shift

Module 8 - The Time Shift

What is culture and why am I responsible?
Discover how to build a world class team
culture by design.

What’s the most effective use of my time? In
this module we explore how to say NO more
effectively to the wrong things.

Module 4 - The Communication Shift

Module 9 - The Vision Shift

What’s the goal of communication? Explore
how to mobilise people behind your message
in this module.

Why should people follow me? Leverage the
power of a collective purpose to inspire and
lead your people beyond your title.

Module 5 - The Creative Shift

Module 10 - The Capability Shift

Where do great ideas come from? In this
module we explore the leaders role as a
facilitator of creative environments.

Can I be great at everything? Gain the skills
to discover and develop the individual
strengths of your team.

Got some questions?

here’s some answers

I’m not sure if I can afford it. What should I do?
If you are not in a financial position to invest in this right now then use wisdom and make it a goal to work towards later. If on
the other hand it is the result of saying YES to other areas right now that aren’t serving you then that is a different conversation.
Consider what you could say ‘no’ to for a season that might enable you to say ‘yes’ to investing in you and your future. What’s the
cost of inaction for you? And to help we have a payment plan available.
Are there any refunds?
Ordinarily no. But I care about working with people who are willing and ready to do the work. We are selective on who we invite
into the group, however sometimes it isn’t a good fit. We’ll work on things for 30 days, if you’re not happy then I’ll refund your
money and I’ll even let you keep the online curriculum.
How much time will I need to commit?
The bare minimum would be to attend the monthly coaching call (but of course we don’t operate on the bare minimum). Outside
of those calls and the bonus events, the investment of your time will be what you make for it. We will help you discover that
rhythm and then keep you accountable to that.
I’m nervous about making a long term commitment, help!
That’s perfectly normal because we aren’t used to investing in ourselves. Remember that an investment in you isn’t just about you.
The impact of the best version of you is felt by your team, your business, your family and your friends.
What if I can’t make an event?
Our live coaching calls are recorded and uploaded to the community group for you to access in case you miss them.
Who are the guest experts?
I’m fortunate to know some really clever people. Who will be part of the program is subject to their availability but I can assure
you that the value they bring will be world class.

Meet Shane
I am a Queenslander by birth, Melbournian by choice, curious by nature and creative at
heart. I’ve spent more than a decade developing remarkable leaders and teams.
I’m an expert in leader communication, blending my experience in business &
psychology to help leaders communicate, connect and collaborate more effectively in
order to bring out the best in those they lead.
As a speaker, coach and trainer, I’ve partnered with some of Australia’s most well
known and loved businesses across the NFP, public and private sectors and my work
has been featured in a number of Australian and Global publications including Forbes,
The Australian, Marketing, HRD, In The Black and more.
My coaching helps individuals and teams better understand what makes them
exceptional and how they can leverage that to achieve individual and collective
outcomes.
I’m a Gallup certified strengths coach, member of the Forbes Global Coaches
Council, founder of the People Leaders Network and the author of ‘Lead The Room
– Communicate a Message That Counts in Moments That Matter’. I also serve as a
director for the Asia Pacific Region Board of the International Association of Business
Communicators (IABC).
My clients tell me that my ‘secret sauce’ is the ability to bring clarity to their thinking
and simplicity to complexity.
I can’t wait to continue the conversation of how we can do great work together.

Sane Mihal H
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Some of the clients
That I’ve been fortunate to work with.

Shane is that super coach you want in your corner.
He has a remarkable depth of knowledge and
wisdom on leadership, communication and building
teams.
Over the past 6-months, Shane has coached and
mentored me through a series of 1:1 sessions. This
has undoubtedly short-circuited my effectiveness
in building and leading high performing teams
and communicating effectively; whether a formal
speaking event, executive meeting or informal team
meeting. He has broken down boundaries by taking
me on a journey of self-discovery to create a more
authentic leader and communicator.
There is never a dull moment with Shane and I
would highly recommend getting Shane into your
corner.

- GRETTA

Shane was invited in to run a values-based coaching
session for the entire People and Culture team
- at that time a number of about 60. Shane was
engaging and humorous throughout the session
and skilfully and collaboratively led the group to
arrive at a set of values-based behaviours that I
continued to endorse and promote within my own
Team over one year later.
On a more personal level, Shane took time out
of his schedule to check in with me when an
organisation I was working for was undergoing
considerable change - I was facing considerable
challenges of ambiguity, lack of transparency etc yet
Shane made efforts to contact me to simply listen!
I so appreciated his time.
I would be delighted to further expound upon the
quality of Shane’s work and have no hesitation in
recommending his services to other organisations.
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- SUSANNA

“We had Shane come in to run a workshop with our
senior leadership teams, with the aim of increase
confidence with presenting and improving how the
team delivers information.
Shanes approach to ‘Leading the room’ takes
presenting beyond just presentations and public
speaking; and makes it relatable to every day
interactions: how to make an impression, and
effectively get your message across to any audience.
The half day workshop that we undertook was
engaging and fun; using an active example to
workshop was a great approach to illustrate how
we could apply our new skills. I would recommend
this session to other organisations looking to
enhance the delivery of their messages and support
strong leadership, our CEO who regularly presents
declared that even he took a lot away from the
session.

- CASSIE

I had the pleasure of working with Shane as he delivered
communication training to our Leadership Team at
Vinomofo. Over two sessions Shane proceeded to blow
minds, rock worlds, drop mics, knock socks off and
generally be all kinds of awesome. To say it was valuable is
an understatement. Not only is he great at what he does,
but he’s one of the nicest guys you’ll meet.

- MIKEY

I have worked with Shane on a few occasions where
he was engaged as a speaker, workshop facilitator and
developed and delivered a communications program and
video content for my teams. What I love about working
with Shane is he is thoughtful, kind, considered and
generous. But most of all, he is excellent at his craft and
always delivers excellence in his services. As a CEO,
whose organisation’s values are excellence, bravery and
relationships, it’s essential that those who we engage,
deliver on this promise for our teams. I have the utmost
trust and respect for Shane and know that he will deliver
on his commitment.

- LEANNE

In the media

Some of the great places my work has been published
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Praise for Shane’s book
What people have said about ‘Lead The Room’

“At the heart of great leadership is great communication. In Lead The Room, Shane brings this truth into the spotlight
with infectious energy and enthusiasm. Shane’s personal and relatable, story-driven style means you can’t help but enjoy
this book. More than that, no matter where you are in your leadership journey, you can’t help but learn from it.”
Tim Costello, Chief Advocate, World Vision Australia
“We don’t need more eloquent speakers we need more authentic communicators. We need to give more focus to our
character and content than we do our form and delivery. Thank you, Shane, for providing a tool to encourage that.”
Daniel Flynn, Co-founder Thankyou and best-selling author of Chapter One.
“This is best Australian book on leadership and speaking that I have ever read. Taking a topic that scares most people,
Shane creates a model to help people succeed in leading a team, the room, a conference facility and probably even the
MCG. It is easy reading if you want to be a great leader then this book is guaranteed to help”
Toby Hall, Group CEO, St Vincent’s Health Australia
“In a noisy world where people are constantly challenged with how to grab attention to deliver important messages to
gain essential engagement and positioning, leadership matters more than ever. This book is smart, written by a credible
leader, packaged in a way that shows you why, what and how. Don’t delay - study this, action this and lead the room
powerfully.”
Christina Guidotti - CEO Leading Women

In the moments that really matter, people don’t just look for something to
inform them, they look to someone who will lead them. They don’t just
want a speaker, they need a leader. This is a book about making those moments count. If you struggle with public speaking or presenting this book
will help, but the real purpose aims higher than that. This is a book to help
you become a more effective leader, to help you build and leverage your
leadership platform to lead and mobilise your people.
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“Lead the Room uses easy to understand models and concepts to illustrate the interconnection between leadership and
communication. The personalised narrative compels you to want to be a better leader and the practical techniques give
you a process to be a better communicator. The book is a wonderful blend of intellect and emotion, both in the way it is
told and the content that is covered. Emerging and experienced leaders will benefit from reading this.”
Rachel Tulia, Head of People & Culture, Department of Treasury and Finance Victoria
“Shane’s book is a refreshing and necessary read in a world where many leaders are struggling to connect their messages
with the people they lead. This book genuinely connected with me as a CEO leading transformation. This book will be
one that I continue to use as a leader and one that I purchase for those that I coach.”
Leanne Williams, CEO, West Gippsland Libraries
“For leaders to be seen and heard they don’t just need to know how to build a platform they also need to know how to
lead from it. Great leaders speak into the hearts and minds of the people they care for. In Lead the Room Shane shows
you how.”
Matt Church, Founder, Thought Leaders Global, Voted Top 10 Conference Speakers Globally

@shanemhatton

www.shanemhatton.com

